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Abstract:

Perturbation theory applied to the multigroup diffusion equations

gives a general condition for optimum distribution of reactor materials.

A certain function of the material densities and the fluxes, here called

the W (eight) function, must thus be constant where the variable material

density is larger than zero if changes in this density affect only the group

constants where the changes occur. The weight function is, however,

generally a complicated function and complete solutions have therefore

previously been presented only for the special case when constant

weight function implies constant thermal flux. It is demonstrated that

the condition of constant weight function can be used together with weil-

known methods for numerical solution of the multigroup diffusion equa-

tions to obtain optimum material distributions also when the thermal

flux varies over the core. Solution of the minimura fuel mass problem

for two reflected reactors thus shows that an effective reflector such

as D2O gives a peak in the optimum fuel distribution at the core-reflector

interface, while an ineffective reflector such as a breeder blanket or a

steel tank wall "pushes" the fuel away from the strongly absorbing zone.

It is also interesting to compare the effective reflector case with ana-

lytically obtained solutions corresponding to flat power density, flat

thermal flux and flat fuel density.

Printed and distributed in June 1963.
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1. Introduction

Perturbation theory as known for instance from the theory of

sound (Rayleigh)(l) or from quantum mechanics (Schrödinger) (2)

can be applied to the equations for the neutron distribution in a reac-

tor. Fermi did this for a uniform pile assuming that the neutron

behavior could be adequately surveyed by one group diffusion theory.

An important generalization to two group theory was given by Wigner

(3) (!945). Since then numerous papers have dealt with the subject.

One of the best is probably that by H Brooks (1948) (4).

Special consideration was given to the minimum critical mass

problem as long ago as 1941 by R P Feynman, who concluded that

the condition for minimum critical mass would often be flat thermal

flux. Goertzel (1955) (5) took up this problem again and showed ele-

gantly that flat thermal flux results in minimum critical mass if the

reactor is thermal and if the moderating and transport properties

are uniform throughout core and reflector. This is a rather severe

restriction; the microscopic properties normally vary in the reactor

due to the presence of, for instance, fertile material in the core.

Goertzel's result was, however, used by J E Wilkins (1959) (6) to

solve the minimum total mass problem for a simple class of reactors.

In addition to Goertzel's assumptions Wilkins had to assume slab

geometry and multigroup slowing down from each group only to the

group immediately below.

It is, however, possible to deduce conditions for optimum distri-

bution of reactor materials under more general assumptions. These

conditions can then be used together with numerical methods to solve

the optimum problems. This will be demonstrated here using multi-

group diffusion theory and Hassit-Linde (9) programs for numerical

solution of multigroup equations with known group constants. Gene-

ralizations valid to transport theory may be possible if, for instance,

S-4 programs are substituted for the Hassit-Linde programs as the

main sub-sequence in the calculations.
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2. Perturbation theory applied to the multigroup diffusion equations

Let us thus summarize the application of perturbation theory to

the group equations. The multigroup diffusion equations may be written

in operator form, cf, (3).

M ^ = X<i>

In case of two neutron groups

'div D, grad - 2 r\ e f 2

2t div D_ grad -

X = 0 in the stationary case.

The adjoint operator M defined by M.. = M.. satisfies a similar

equation.

One can easily show that X = 0 if X = 0.

It follows immediately from the basic equations that

{4* , M 4 > ) - (4>, M *t> ) = ( x - x ) (<j?, 4> )

( , ) means the scalar product, that is the product of the func-

tions within the parenthesis integrated over the whole reactor volume.

The lefthand side of the equation is identically zero." Terms without

differential operators cancel immediately because M.. = M... The

others can be transformed using the identity

ty • div D • grad q> = div ty D • grad cp - D grad ty • grad q>

Terras containing grad 4>. • grad^. then also cancel and the

remaining quantities are all zero as a consequence of Gauss'theorem

since all the fluxes vanish at the outer surface of the reactor.
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It follows that X+ = 0 if X = 0 (4>, 4>+) > 0

JLet now M correspond, to the optimum distribution of the con-

sidered material, and let AM be a disturbance in the M-operator,

caused by an infinitesimal displacement of the variable material,

say 6 • X, where 6 is a (small) constant and X is an arbitrary finite func-

tion with zero average in the core. The following equation is then valid

since M corresponds to an optimum distribution and a disturbance can-

not then cause first order deviations from the stationary state:

(M + AM) <K=O (52) • $ '

4>'is the eigenvector corresponding to the disturbed state. It follows

that

A M

But from the method used above to prove that \ = 0 if \ = 0 we

also see that

($*, M*') - (*' M ¥ ) = o
j

since 4*' satisfies the same boundary conditions as 4> and 4> . Subtrac-

tion of this equation from the previous one gives

(4> + , AM*') = (<£*, 4>') • O(62) ,

But

l i m e s (^ .AM <{>') _ limes (**, AM4>) _ limes (4>+, *')o(6) = 0

6—»0 8 8—>0 8 6—>0

Thus finally

limes /A+ AM AN _ 0
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3, Specification of condition for optimum distribution of reactor materials

The "variable material" may be fissile or nonfissile absorbers, mo-

derator, a combination of these or any spatially defined function whose

"optimum distribution" we are looking for. In the general case, if N is

the atomic density of the variable material,

d

y) J

This can be simplified if displacements in the N-function only

affect the M operator in the places where the displacements occur.

Thus if

3N

only when x = y, then

limes AM (x) Y ,_» SM (ic)
5—»0 6 = A W ()

We shall at present consider only problems of this kind. Using

the previous results we then know that

for arbitrary displacement functions. Hence introducing the weight

function W

we get

= J| M . 4>) = J x . w dv = o
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This can only be valid for arbitrary displacement functions if

W = constant.

We can therefore conclude that

W = (^+' iM" ' ^) i s constant where N > 0

NdV has an extremum.

The group constants are in the general case complicated func-

tions of the material densities. There are, however, some idealized

examples which are of special importance. The general W-function

in two group theory

W = 4> i div — g r a d - ~ i 4> +
1 1 \ aN g SN ) ^ \

/ 2
M + Vd l v ^ N ~ g r a d ""t

can sometimes be considerably simplified, as shown in the following

examples. It will be assumed that

f = —

a) Optimum distribution of a nonfissile absorber (e. g. control absorber

or fertile material)

i TI

If only S and 2£ depend upon the atomic density of the absorber
N and

P



= N P

= N - e r f
p c

then W will be reduced to

"Ŵ  ~ cr 4* T — cr Y T

The optimum discussed here, corresponding to W = constant,

gives the minimum amount of absorber required for control of the

reactor . This must not be confused with the distribution that gives

optimum power or thermal flux shape factor (maximum power/flux

density divided by the average power/flux density). The condition

for minimum power or thermal flux shape factor in a thermal reactor,

namely constant power/flux density where the absorber density is

larger than zero and smaller power/flux elsewhere, gives generally

different absorber distributions in spite of the similarities in the

conditions (10).

b) Minimum fuel mass

Let now 2 and 2f depend upon the atomic fuel density N,..

i - Nf• *z

The simplified W-function will then be

W = - c r * < t > *



c) Optimum moderator mass

Let N be the atomic density of the moderator and put
m 3

N °
D - D ° *L- 2 2 = cr 2 - N

1 1 N 1 1 m
m

N
D -

22 2 N 2 2 m
m

2 N
i . m

= e x P A

2 ^ v r

t~\ c\ o o
where D, , D_ , cr, , or m , A and N are constants.

I c 1 å m

Then

D.

m

m

B u t

D. D . ° N
div ~ grad 4>. = div -ji ^— grad * . = ̂ — div D. grad 4>.

m mm in

Using the expression for div D. grad 4>. from the diffusion equations

we can eliminate the differential operators from the formula
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2 T 1 •'•

W -
2?

i L ( « € 4> + _ 4> +\ $ _ <r 2 ( 3 ' h 1 l r x P)
N ^ q f e V t V2 ' T2 1 p
N ^ q f e V t V2 ' T 2 1 p

m

Interesting simplifications are possible for all cases a-c, if the

treatment is restricted to more limited classes of reactors. One-

dimensional reactors with uniform reflectors represent one such

class of particular interest.

It can be shown for such reactors that the adjoint fluxes are
D j

linear combinations of the ordinary fluxes if yc~ is space independent

and p assume

respectively.

That is

and p assumes constant values p and p in the core and the reflector
v* .IT

where

L f?
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p r

i 1r 2r

5^7 S

T— * s *^ e adjoint coupling coefficient in the reflector,
2

Further simplifications are possible "when the microscopic pro-

perties are uniform throughout core and reflector. [ Cf. Shapiro (7)3 .

With p = p = 1 and XL*5 = £ we thus obtainvc *r 2 2r

I- 4> + 2

\* V1 D 0

V S!

These expressions for the adjoint fluxes can be inserted into the

W-functions under a-c. One may then observe, for instance, that mini-

mum critical mass results in flat thermal flux when the microscopic

properties are uniform in the whole reactor, cf. (7).

4. Existence

It will be readily understood that many optimum problems will

not have solutions. Consider for instance, the minimum critical mass

problem. Many conceivable cases will have such large resonance ab-

sorption or fast leakage that no fuel density will be high enough to give

criticality. The existence can, however,- easily be investigated. It is

thus clear that if there is one fuel distribution that will give criticality,

then there is also a flat fuel distribution that will give at least critica-

lity, for instance the one with the fuel density everywhere equal to the

maximum density in the nonuniform case. But from the previous treat-

ment we also know that if there is a solution for one fuel distribution,

then another can be found with smaller fuel mass unless the original

one was a minimum. The practical conclusion from these arguments

is a simple test on the existence of a solution;



If a flat "input" fuel density results in a finite fuel mass, then

and only then can a solution be found to the minimum fuel mass pro~

blem.

The situation is obviously analogous when the variable is the

density of a nonfissile thermal absorber. But not so when the modera-

tor density is the variable; a local increase in this variable will some-

times increase and sometimes decrease the reactivity, We still know,

however, that if one moderator distribution has been found that gives

criticality, then there will always be a better one unless the first is

the optimum one. The establishment of a solution to the reactor equa-

tions for one material distribution, therefore, proves the existence

of a solution to the optimum problem.

5. Uniquene s s

Supposing that a solution exists, is it unique? It is not possible

to discuss this interesting question fully within the scope of this paper,

but a few remarks will be made on the minimum critical mass problem.

We may first recall that any given spatial fuel distribution results

in unique fluxes and unique critical average fuel density if the fluxes

or the currents are fixed at the boundaries in the usual manner (8).

The solutions will, however, contain arbitrary multiplication constants

because the equations are linear and homogeneous.

One might also be tempted to conjecture that the solutions to the

minimum fuel mass problem are always unique. This is in fact the

case when flat thermal flux results in minimum critical mass (e, g.

homogeneous reactor), as can be easily shown. In the general case we

also know that two solutions to the minimum fuel mass problem, say one

4> and one ty solution, can occur only under very special circumstances

since very limiting conditions must be fulfilled.
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One. can for instance, easily prove that

Similar expressions are also valid if arbitrary infinitesimal

fuel displacements are made in one or both solutions. If the displace-

ment functions as before are proportional to a constant 6 and the

disturbed quantities are denoted by a prime, then

>') = (I|J+ , 4>') • 0 (52)

The solutions are, however, not always unique,, Reactors which

are symmetrical without fuel will, for instance, often have symmetrical

solutions with the same critical mass. The most simple case is pro-

bably when the "reactor", in the absence of fuel, consists of completely

symmetrical parts without connection between them. Symmetrical

minimum fuel mass solutions will then obviously occur when the fuel

is placed in either one of the symmetrical reactor parts.

The solutions would nevertheless be expected normally to be

unique when the fuel must occupy a prescribed core region. Our un-

derstanding of the uniqueness problem is, however, still fragmentary.

6. General account of the numerical approach

The condition derived from perturbation theory for optimum

distribution of a reactor material is that the weight function must be

constant where the material density is different from zero. This can

be used for a complete numerical solution of such problems, Prac-

tical situations will always imply a large amount of "input and output"

data. A rational approach to such a problem will today involve uti-

lization of electronic computers. Several programs are nowadays

generally available which solve the rnultigroup diffusion equations

when the group constants are specified, Siich programs can be used

for the main part of the numerical evaluation of the present problem.
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This will be demonstrated here by using the Swedish MUCC program

to solve the minimum critical mass problem. The method can be

extended to two dimensions if, for instance, Hassits program described

in (11) is substituted for the MUCC program as the main sub-sequence.

The MUCC program is a one-dimensional multigroup diffusion

program. A detailed description is given by Linde (9). The program

can solve the two group equations in the following form.

0

= <r*<p

MUCC and similar programs cannot accept a continuously

varying fuel density; the group constants must therefore be constant

in each space interval and can only vary between the intervals. It

can be shown by insertion that these equations are transformed into

= o

by the following subst i tut ions.

Symbol Core Reflector

D 1 D Tc D 1 r

D o D o D_
2 2c 2r
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Symbol Core Reflector

<r* 0 0

<r* 1 0

N 1 0 0

e2 " 4c °
* 21 PcS1c PrS1r

The MUCC iterations will normally not converge with this choice

unless the otherwise often effective extrapolation method in the program

is excluded from the routines. This can fortunately be done by a simple

extra input. The program will then automatically compute the adjoint

fluxes as well as the ordinary if so instructed by the input.

No attempt has been made to give a complete mathematical method

that can solve all conceivable optimum problems. This would probably

have led to unnecessary complications. The chosen intuitive method is

instead based on knowledge of the physical nature of the currently con-

sidered problems. The method will, however, give correct solutions

when it converges. Rapid convergence has also been obtained for the

problems treated so far.

In reality all the group constants depend to some extent \xpon the

fuel density N,.. The most sensitive parameter is, however, 2 . A good

approximation when only the enrichment is varied is often to assume
f f f

all parameters except S to be independent of N,. and put S = N, • c~.

An "input N." function, which is normalized to unity average will then

result in a v-value, that is the average critical fuel density. In the

sequel, however, we shall assume only that the group constants can

be calculated as function of the fuel density by hand or code according

to some arbitrary unspecified methods.
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As first step in the calculation of the minimum fuel mass distri-

bution it will be suitable to let the program calculate v for a flat fuel

density input. If a finite v is obtained, then there also exists a solution

to the minimum problem, as shown above.

We then calculate the corresponding weight function (W). This

will generally not be constant in the core. It is therefore possible to

obtain a lower critical mass by shifting some fuel from the regions

with low W to those with higher. A better weight function can then be

calculated, a new redistribution made and so on until a sufficiently

good approximation of the minimum mass distribution has been obtained.

7, The iterative method step by step

Lindens program can sometimes give directly the average fuel

density N corresponding to a certain input fuel distribution n (cf, above)

but the general case requires a sub-sequence for iterative determi-

nation of this quantity,, The general procedure may thus be as follows,

1 1 Calculate the group constants for a flat fuel density with a

guessed average density

N = N • n n = 1

Solve the diffusion equations. These will generally give a

V-value different from 1,

1 i Calculate new group constants corresponding to

i = 2 N12= N11 • V11

N 1 ' 1 " 1 + (Nhi~2 ~ N 1 » 1 " 1= N 1 ' 1 " 1 + (Nhi~2 ~ N 1 » 1 " 1 )
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Solve the diffusion equations

The i-iterations proceed until the average fuel density is suffi-

ciently accurate. This will only require a few iterations in normal

cases.

jl A new spatial distribution is now chosen using the norma-

lized weight function from the last iteration, w , w average = 1

in the core.

nJ=jJ+AM (wJ

nJ is normalized to unity average.

A and B are constants which give flexibility to the redistribution

method. Many problems may be solved using B = 0 and A a* 2 but a

more considered choice of A and B values will usually be advantageous,

B " 0. 5 has thus been found practical for reactors with zero fuel den-

sity regions. The A-values may be varied during the iterations. The

first value A can be chosen on the basis of experience of similar

problems or can be guessed. A = 2 has been used in both examples

in this report.

For j > 2 one may choose A from

- wJ

w

The w-values used in this expression are taken from the zone where

^ - 1 has its largest value.

Several features of the r?~calculation require special consideration.

a) n may become smaller than zero in one or more regions. A renorma-

lization of w is then made for the remaining regions and a new n -

function is determined.
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b) Un upper limit for AJ - AJ~ = AA is prescribed.

AA = 5 has been used in both numerical examples in this
max ^

report, but a somewhat higher value would probably have been pre-

ferable for the case with good reflector.

- i - i - 1

c) NJ may become larger than NJ . This is usually caused by too

large changes in the material density in some regions; so large

that w has begun to oscillate with increasing amplitude in these

regions. A remedy is to disregard the latest j-iteration and cal-
1-1 ^ :_j

culate new AJ (and n ) values. A suitable AJ value giving

w * 1 in the region with the largest amplitude of the w-oscillations

can easily be estimated using linear interpolation.

d) A3'"1 = Aj~2 if N^ 1 < N j"2, (w^1 -1) and (wj~2 -1) have the same
sign in the zone where w -I occurs and

Imax
in this same zone.

i-1 !
I w

j ~ 2

Having determined n , new group constants can be calculated

corresponding to

The diffusion equations are then solved.

j i Calculate new group constants corresponding to

n j

i = 2

i > 2 NJ1 = NJ1 = N-*'

Solve the corresponding diffusion equations.

'The iterations then proceed until a sufficiently accurate minimum

fuel density has been obtained.
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8. Convergence

The computer time is considerably reduced if the fluxes from one

iteration are used as starting point for the next MUCC calculation. The

critical point is, however, the "redistribution" of the fuel. There are

of course infinitely many ways of doing this. The described method is

probably one of the simplest having regard to the number of operations

required, although it may seem somewhat complicated in description.

It has also provided rapid convergence for rather intricate problems,

e. g. both when the fuel distribution contains a high peak and when there

are regions with zero fuel density. No doubt, however, there will be

other less favourable cases, in particular when there is not a unique

solution.

The nature of the method is such that it atxtomatically corrects

errors in the calculations.

9, Numerical example

The method is illustrated by application to two problems, one

with an effective reflector and one with a strongly absorbing reflector.

It is obvious that flat thermal flux is not generally equivalent to mi-

nimum critical mass {figs 1 and 2).

A good reflector (D_O) will cause a peak in the fuel density at

the core-reflector interface, while a steel tank or breeder blanket

around the core will "push" the fuel distribution towards the center

of the reactor.

The solution for the case with a good reflector may be compared

with analytically obtained solutions to three associated reactor problems

(10), namely when the fuel is distributed to gives

flat thermal flux, figure 3

flat power density, figure 4

flat fuel density, figure 5.
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It is seen that the solutions to these problems generally corre-

spond to different fuel distributions.

The following lattice parameters have been used in the illustra-

tions.

Core

•qe = 2. 00 P = 0. 65

D = 1,2 cm S t = 1. 0 m"1

D, = 0. 8 cm 2? = 0. T23 m"1

Weakly absorbing reflector

D1 = 1.2 cm 2 = 1.0 m"1

D = 00 8 cm 2 = 0. 01 m~

Strongly absorbing reflector

S = 0. 2 m~ *

" 1

D = 0. 8 cm S = 0. 2 m

0.4 cm S2 = 19.0 m"

It was also assumed that

S2 = S2 + Z2

The convergence rate is illustrated by the following consecutive

values of S ? which were obtained during the iterations. The unit is m



9 1
di I

Weakly absorbing reflector

0.6351
0.6301
0.6295
0.6285
0.6282
0. 6282
0.6279
0.6279
0.6278
0.6278
0.6278
0.6278
0.6277
0.6277
0.6277
0.6277
0.6277
0.6277
0.6277

Strongly absorbing reflector

1.1126
1.0023
0.9969
0.9966
0.9964
0.9963
0.9963
0.9963
0.9963
0.9963

Five figures are given in order to visualize the rate of conver-

gence, but the critical mass of a real reactor can, of course, not be

calculated with five correct figures.

The comparatively slow convergence rate in the case with weakly

absorbing reflector is due to the fact that maximum and minimum fuel

densities occur in adjacent zones,

A fuel distribution giving a W-function with smaller deviation than

1 % from a constant value is, however, obtained already after 6 itera-

tions in the case with an effective reflector and after 5 iterations in

the other case.
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12. List of symbols

4> = multigroup fluxes (i = group index)

4> = adjoint multigroup fluxes

M = multigroup diffusion equation operator

M = adjoint multigroup diffusion equation operator

Disturbed fluxes and operators are denoted by a prime

\f X - eigen values of M and M respectively

AM = disturbance applied to M

6 • X = infinitesimal displacement in the density of the variable material

8 = a small constant. X is finite with zero average

TJ, e, f, p are ordinary four-factor parameters

D. = multigroup diffusion equation coefficients

S. = macroscopic multigroup diffusion equation cross sections

<r. = microscopic multigroup diffusion equation cross sections

1 = reaction type index. 1 = f. m. p. r for fuel, moderator, parasitic

and resonance absorption respectively. 1=2 for slowing down.

N = atomic density of variable material, s = f, m, p are indices for

fuel, moderator and parasitic absorbers respectively

W = weight function

n and w are N and W functions normalized to unity average in the core

v = eigen value in the Has sit-Lande formulation of the multigroup

equations

c(ore) and r(eflector) are in a few places used, as zone index.
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